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National
American
Realty Demands Clean Candidate for Mayor Seligman Appoints Phys- However, It Is Understood, That Horse Thief Killed and Sheriff Lathan Put Out of Race by
New York Situation
Governor on a Progressive
Series of AcciFatally Wounded by
iciansAlso Chauffeur
Company Filed IncorpoCriminals.
Came Up.
Platform.
ration Papers.
Committee.
dents.
Gcrernor Mills will return this evening from Cloudcroft, Otero county,
where he opened the Chautauqua.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received $1,510.06 from Curry

New York, Aug. 17. There was a
marked calm today over the troubled
Beginning at noon tomorrow,
waters of the Republican political sea '
Thursday, August 18, the dogs
of Santa Fe will have to be lifollowing the storm of yesterday
when the "old guard" in the Republi-i- ;
censed.
Otherwise they will
be taken to the dog pound, held
cau state committee voted down
Roosevelt's name for temporary chairthree days for a license, andj
Teofilrt
man of the coming state convention.
then chloroformed.
Gris-- !
New York County Chairman
Lujan has been appointed dog
who presented
Roosevelt's X catcher. Dog licenses may be
com,
obtained from Marshal Sena or
name to the committee, says that the
fight will be carried into the pri-- ! X from Celso Lopez, whose offic
is in Seligman Brothers store
maries and to the convention; that
j
Colonel Roosevelt intended to go as a X on the Plaza.
state
from
convention
to
the
delegate
Mr. Dog, alias Mr. Canine, ajlias
Nassau county to urge a progressive
platform and candidate for governor. Howler in the Wilderness, has had his
This is clearly Indicated, politicians day.
say today in that party of his stateHe ihas enjoyed the freedom of the
ment issued last night which says city, without a choky collar to mar
that a speech by him "would be of his happiness. He has answered the
such character that it might help, call of the wild regardless, and his
if the convention nominated the right vacation has been one long, sweet
man on a clean-cu- t
progressive plat- holiday.
form, but that it would hurt If neither
Tomorrow at noon Mr. Dog will find
the right kind of man was nominated that taxes and death are inevitable,
nor the right kind of platform adopt especially the latter if the former is
ed."
not forthcoming.
Complying with an order of Mayor
CLERK CARRIER EXAM
Seligman, the marshal representing
HERE ON AUGUST 24. the law and Dog Catcher Teofilo Lujan, carrying the pole with lasso attached, will make the rounds and any
Position Pays as High as $1200
dog that is roaming around without
Year Seven Subjects to
a tag will be put through the "tag,
Confront Applicants.
you're it" procedure.
The dog catcher will be no respect- The U. S. civil service examina-- 1 er of the personalities of the canines.
tion announces that on August 24 an They have had their day and the law
examination will be held here for the j is going to be enforced.
"if i cannot enforce this dog license
position of clerk and carrier in the
postoffice service. Clerks in offices ordinance then we might as well give
of the first and second class are car- - tack the license fees and make no
riers in the city delivery service, joke of the law," said Mayor Seligdivided into six grades - as follows: man today.""There are too many dogs
First grade Salary $600; second roaming around the city, causing
grade salary $800; third grade salary trouble and annoyance, and the time
$900; fourth grade salary $1,000; fifth has come to get busy." r
Dog Pound Ready.
grade salary, $1100;! sixth grade, $1200.
The mayor has had the marshal ar
Clerks and carriers at first class offices will be promoted successively to range a dog pound so mat suuaD.'e
the fifth grade and clerks and car- quarters may be in readiness for their
riers at second class offices will be dogships of the collarless, tagless
promoted successively to the fourth kind. These quarters are at tllie corstreets
grade. All promotions of both clerks ner of Water and Seligman
and carriers will be made at the be- and there will be enough wire around
ginning of the quarter following the them to allow the owners of captured
expiration of a year's service In the dogs to look at their pets and bail
them out. Three days recess is alnext lower grade.
The examination will he on seven lowed the dogs in this prison and then
they will be "Oslerized" (chlorosubjects including spelling, arithmea
tic, letter writing, penmanship, copy- formed) and buried in Dogville,
selected
been
having
place
large
U.
8. geography,
ing from plain copy,
and the reading of addresses. The northwest of the city.
There is evidently no joke about
age limit is from 18 to 45 years. There
are certain physical qualifications re- this ukase issued by Mayor Seligman
for the marshal showed a representaquired too.
tive of the New Mexican his pole and
noose and began practicing with it on
EASTERN KANSAS DELUGED
One of the first to be caught
WITH HEAVY RAINS. humans.
in its gentle grip was an employe of
Seligman Brothers' store. "You may
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 17. Eastern say for me that If any dog can get out
Kansas was deluged by rain today of that, he is welcome," said the grip- which puts the corn " crop out of pee after he had caught his breath.
danger. The rain was preceded by a Marshal Sena has a surety of tech
severe electrical storm, but little dam- nique that is simply tremendous and
we may count on hearing many stacca
age was done.
to notes when the dogs feel his magic
j

county.
Incorporation.

Incorporation papers were filed today by the American National Realty
Company of Las Cruces and El Paso.
The capitalization is $250,000 divided
into 25,000 shares, but the company
begins business with a paid up capital of $2,000. The incorporators and
directors are: James T. Smith 80
shares; Eddy Ehle 50 shares; Frank
A. Jones 50 shares, all of Las Cruces,
and C. W. Moore of El Paso, 10 shares.
District Court.
Associate Justice M. C. Mechem
will preside over the fall term of the
district court at Sant aFe for the
first two weeks, while Associate Justice John R. McFie goes to Clayton,
Union county to hold court there.

!

Supreme Court.
The territorial Supreme Court held
a very brief session this forenoon, as
the cases set were submitted on
briefs and the court will devote its
time to writing opinions. Yesterday
afternoon No. 1320, Territory of New
Mexico, appellee, vs. John Donahue,
alias Jack Donahue, appellant, was

4?

argued and submitted.
In case No. 1349, in re Gregory Page
of Gallup, contempt, the relator was
permitted to withdraw the original affidavit and file a copy thereof.
County Institutes.
In five counties examinations for
teachers' certificates will take place
tomorrow and Friday: Union, Quay,
Eddy,. Grant and Dona Ana.. 4 Next
week, Torrance, Otero, Colfax and
Lincoln counties will hold their examinations, while Sierra ,county will
be last, September 2 and 3.
Stream Measurements.
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart has returned from a lengthy stream measurement trip to Taos, Colfax, Union,
Quay and other counties. He established an automatic gauge on the
near Raton and in Raton creek
at Raton. He also installed an automatic gauge on the Canadian at Logan and threw a cable across the Pecos at Anton Chico. He reports that
the streams are high on account of
heavy afternoon showers over their
watersheds and because of the swift
and huge run off caused by forest de
nudation and the lack of grass. The
latter, however, is being remedied by
the rains for the country is beginning
to look like a vast park, with cattle
sleek and farmers taking new cour
age, for even if crops will not mature
before the first frost, there will be
plenty of fodder.
Chi-coric-

o

PASSENGERS HAD AN
ALL NIGHT PARTY.
Up Trains 7 and
9 of Santa Fe Near Blanchard

Freight Wreck Held

Washout to Blame.

t

j!

t

Passengers on trains Nos. 7 and 9
IS
from the east had an all night "al
fresco" nartv on the tracks near
Blanchard, south of Las Vegas, ow
ing to a freight wreck which tied up
the system for eight hours.
The wreck was due to a washout, it
Is stated, which weakened the tracks
and threw a coal car into the ditch Hiram Johnson 'Sweeps Re
Trains 7 and 9 were held up from
publican Primaries by Big
7:30 p. m. to 4 a. m. today and trains
4 and 8 going east were also tied up,
Majorities
(Several Santa Feans who went to
Lamy to speed friends on their way
spent the night there. A Lamy crain ENTIRE TICKET VICTORIOUS
arrived this morning at 8 o'clock
bring the mail from trains 7 and 9,
,

PROSPECTIVE

Democrats Alleged to
Have Voted on Wrong

Many

JURORS HAD
BEEN APPROACHED

Side.

Unique Admission by Fifth and Sixth
Panel in Democratic Graft

Case.
Chicago, Aug. 17. With the sixth
panel of venire men called in the
oase of Lee O'Neil Browne, reported
today, nearly all of them as was the
case with the fifth panel yesterday,
admitted that they had been
with reference to their possible service as jurors. Judge Kersten called counsel for Browne in his
chamber for consultation.
-

TWO GERMAN

TORPEDO BOATS

IN DAVY JONES' LOCKER
Kiel, Aug, 17. Two German torpe-

do boats were In a collision in Kiel
bay last night and sank. The crews

were saved.

San Francisco, Aug. 17. That Call
fornia is insurgent in its Republican
nolitics was proven yesterday be
yond question when Hiram Johnson
the leading exponent of
doctrines, swept the field in the direct
primaries, winning.: the party's nomi
nation for governor' by a plurality that
will baffler " wide"when the returns
are all in. The associates of Johnson
were carried with him to victory, including two Insurgent candidates for
State officers, besides
Congressmen.
the governor will be men of insurgent tendencies If the "completed count
follows hff; lines1 of the first returns.
It is charged th&t '"many Democrats
voted for Johnson In the Republican
anti-machi-

primaries.

.

touch."-'-.-;--.'-

Beverly, Aug. 17. Vice President
Sherman arrived at Beverly at noon
and went to the executive offices
where he had a long conference with
Secretary Norton, prior to going to
Burgess point to spend the afternoon
with the President. The selection of
Sherman for temporary chairman of
the New York Republican convention
and the defeat of Roosevelt lent add-- '
ed interest to the visit.
Sherman,
however, would not discuss the New
York situation. He intimated that
there might be something to talk
about after his interview with the
President, but it is to be doubted if
the President's hope that harmony
might be brought about in New York
before the convention iiJl not be
destined to disappointment by yester
day's action of turning down Roosevelt.
Taft for Harmony.
Beverly, Mass., Aug. 17. Beverly-waupset yesterday when news came
from New York of the defeat of Theodore Roosevelt for temporary chairman of the New York Republican
state convention.
The fact that Lloyd C. Gnscom,
president of the New York county
committee, had been in conference
with President Taft Saturday night
and Sunday, added to the consternation that the dispatches created. Mr.
Taft made no comment for publication.
There is nothing to indicate that he
knew of Mr. Griscom's plan to force
a vote on Mr. Roosevelt's name.
So far as can be learned Mr. Griscom's, talk with the President had to
do solely with the general situation in
New York state and Mr. Taft took the
ground that harmony ought to bp
brought about if possible before the
Saratoga convention. The story that
Mr. Griscom took a message to Colonel Roosevelt that would affect the
s

future relations between Mr. Roosevelt and the President is discredited
at Beverly. Mr. Taft assumed the attitude that any overtures, if they be
necessary, "must come from the other
side."

The statement issued by Mr. Roosehimself
apparently
placing
squarely on the side of the "progressives" has created much comment
here.
What effect today's developments in New York may have upon
the
plans that have
been in progress is a matter of conjecture.
So far as can be learned, there is a
disposition in Beverly to stand pat on
the plans as annoupced. The publicity that has been given to these plans
may retard them for a while but
there is apparently plenty of confidence that they ultimately will go
through.
Senator W. Murray Crane of Massachusetts, the central figure in the reorganization plans, spent two hours
today with the President. The senator was as reticent as ever. The senator would not even deny some of the
stories that have been sent out of
velt

Beverly.

.

Clean

Secretary Norton, who it is generally believed, has been working in close
harmony with Senator Crane, was

'City.
Mayor Seligman has announced that
beginning Monday August 22, and last
ing one week, the city of 'Santa Fe
will undergo a clean up treatment.
Just one week is allowed the owner
or renter of a residence to clean up
that back or front yard, after notice
has been served. Four physicians
have been appointed to lend aid in
the hygienic crusade. They are Dr.
J. M. Diaz, in ward 1; Dr. J. H. Sloan
.

in ward

:

2,

Up

Dr. David Knapp in ward

and'Dr. J. A. Massie in ward 4.
If, within seven days after the notice is served on the resident the
hveiene nroeram is not carried out.
then the mavnr intends to call out
the city's forces to do the work. He
states that he has the assurance of
the penitentiary authorities that convicts, teams and shovels will lend
aid. However, the city will turn in
a bill for the work done and Mr. Property owner, or Mr. Tenant will be
asked to pay it.
3

equally reticent today.
It is known, however, that Senatorf
Crane submitted a complete verbal
report to the President of his observations in the west and what he had
learned recently in New Hampshire
and Vermont.
In. this conection and with regard
to the reports that the
plans might go on the rocks because
of the refusal of Secretary Ballinger
to resign It is stated that when Senator Crane was first called into the
situation it was on a telegram asking
if he could undertake a mission to the
west "for the President.' This mission to the west turned out to be a
conference with Secretary Ballinger
regarding a plan for his retirement
from, the cabinet. It is known that
heavy pressure will be brought to
bear upon Mr. Ballinger to resign
without putting the President in the
position of asking for that resignation.
The fifteenth of September will tell
the story and apparently no one in
the meantime can tell just what the
outcome will be.

Arkansas City, Ark., Aug. 17. With
two loads of buckshot in his body,
and two rolls of barbed wire fastened
to his clothing, William Schuebert, a
wealthy cattle raiser, was found late
yesterday afternoon in a lake 15 miles
from here. When last seen on Friday, Schuebert had $600 cash on his
person.
Desperate Street Battle.
Hot Springs, Ark., Aug. 17. In a
desperate street battle between two
alleged horse thieves and several
sheriffs officers here today,
George
Chitwood, one of the alleged thieves,
was instantly killed by a deputy sheriff and Sheriff Jade Haupt probably
fatally wounded.
SOCIALISTS HAVE
WOMAN

ON TICKET.

mono-plan-

San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 17. Not
to be outdone by the Republicans,
Democrats and Prohibition party, Texas Socialists have also put a ticket in
the field for the gubernatorial campaign. Their convention was held at
Corpus Christ! and proved an unusually quiet one. No platform other
than a reiteration of the party's principles was adopted. The ticket is composed of Reddin Andrews, Tyler, governor; P. J. Zimmerman, Anson, lieutenant governor; E. R. Meltzen, Hal-le- t
tsville, comptroller; Alfred Muller,
San Antonio, land commissioner; W.
J Bell, Tyler, treasurer; M. A. Smith,
Commerco, attorney general ; M. S.
Graham, Lueders, commissioner of agriculture, and P. C. Aschenbeck,

I

England,

Aug.

With

17

e

Deal, Aug.

17.

Moissant,

in

hia

trip across the channel, carried as
passenger, his machinist, making the
flight not merely an incident in the
journey,
but an achievement which surpasses
the feats of Beloit De Lasseps and the
Wharton, railroad commissioner. The unfortunate Rolls, whose machines
Socialist party is the only one in Tex- were burdened only with their pilots
as which has put a woman on its In crossing the straits:
ticket, Mr3. H. A. Fee, of San Antonio,
having been chosen as candidate for REPORT OF PROPOSED
state superintendent of public instrucCOPPER DEAL DENIED.
tion. Mr. Andrews, the candidate for
governor, is a native Texan and was Thomas F. Ryan, J. D. Ryan and Sam
at one time cowboy. He is a confeduel Untermeyer Not Planning
erate veteran and for many years was
Trust.
a prominent Baptist preacner. For
London. Aug. 17. Reports that the
the last two years he has been on the conference between Thomas F. Ryan,
Socialist lecture platform.
J. D. Ryan, Samuel Untermeyer and
other Americans now in London were
OKLAHOMA'S CAPITAL FIGHT
for the purpose of arranging a big
CONSEQUENCE REFERENDUM. conner merger are stated here to be
entirely without foundation. Unter
Guthrie, Okla., Aug. 17. When C. meyer today issued an emphatic deB. F. nial.
B. Stuart, of McAlester, and
Burwell of Oklahoma City, arrived
yesterday to argue the state capital SIVER LOVING CUP FOR
MOST BEAUTIFUL EXHIBIT.
removal case on appeal, they found
but one member of the supreme court
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 17. Growers
here. No early hearing of the appeal in Kansas, Nebraska, Wyoming, Utah,
is considered likely.
New Mexico and Colorado are eligible
to compete for a massive silver loving
SHERMAN WILL ACCEPT
cup offered by the chamber of comTEMPORARY CHAIRMANSHIP. merce of Colorado Springs, Colo., for
Utica, N. Y., Aug. 17 Beyond de- the best individual display at the inclaring that he would accept the po- ternational exposition in connection
sition of temporary chairman of the with the interstate fair at the fifth
Republican state convention in Sep- Dry Farming Congress in Spokane,
tember, Vice President Sherman last October 3 to 8.
night would not discuss yesterday's
The cup, which is 15 inches in
proceedings of the state committee. height, is gold lined and stands on a
highly polished ebony case. It has
three handles and is finished in
French buff. It Is one of the handsomest trophies that has been offered
in competition. In addition, it is ancross-chann-

Paris-Londo-

n

TO

ANIFESTO
Ask the Faithful "to Rally for
Defense of Their Mother
Church
A

RED

HOT

Government Decided to Forbid
the Demonstrations That
Are Planned.
Barcelona,

Spain,

Aug.

17.

The

Catholic Carlists of Catalonio are en
gaged in active preparations for a
series of open air demonstrations
throughout Catalonia on August 28. A
Oh, You Chauffeurs!
proclamation was issued by them sum
And now for the joy riders they,
moning the faithful to the defense of
The
too, have had their vacation.
the mother church, adjuring them to
chauffeur license problem is about to
come
armed and ready to sacrifice
be solved for Santa Fe and the mayor
their lives for the pope. It terminates
has appointed his committee to exjwith these words: 'Exterminate the
amine chauffeurs and decide on grant' incendiaries of convents and violators
MRS. GEORGE WARNOCK DIED
to
commitThis
license.
each
a
ing
'
ALAM0G0RD0'.
AT
SUDDENLY
of nuns i may God aid us to overthrow
tee is composed of J. E. Clark, superthis impious government."
intendent of public instruction of
New Mexico and a well known auto Special to The New Mexican.
Meetings ar Prohibited.
mr. Madrid, Aug. 17. The government
mobile authority; Charles C. Catron,
Aaiamogordo, n. m., Aug.
the deputy states attorney, and Dr. George Warnock, wife of a prominent today decided to forbid the Carlist
hardware merchant, died suddenly at meeting for the reason that disorder
is feared.
'eight this morning.
(Continued on Page Eight)
'

Deal,

every prospect of success in completing the aerial trip from Paris to London, Moissant, the young Spanish
aviator, descended near here today,
having accomplished the flight from
Paris to Calais and the journey across
the channel to Deal with ease and
brilliancy rarely surpassed. He immediately began preparations for the
continuance of his trip to London.
Lathan, who started from Issy, a suburb of Paris, to race Moissant to London, had a series of unfortunate accidents, culminating in the total
wrecking of the machine. He escaped uninjured but is out of the race.
Moissant's trip across the channel
was made in a strong breeze, the wind
being so high that experienced aviators looked upon the start as foolish.
His
of the Bleriot type,
pitched and reeled so dangerously as
it rose from the cliff at Calais that the
spectators held their breath. He was
compelled to land here because he
was so numbed with the cold.
Will Finish Trip Tomorrow.
Deal, Aug. 17. After a long wait,
Moissant decedied not to make any attempt to continue his journey to London today, but will start about five
o'clock tomorrow morning.
Had Passenger Across Channel.

nounced by Gordon C. Corbaley, chairman of the-- : exposition
committee,
there will be $10,000 i premiums in
contests open to all dry farming districts, others being open to the world.
Colorado Springs is a contender for
the sixth congress and will send a
representative delegation to Spokane
to boost for that city. The chamber
of commerce there expects to have
the support of many western cities in
its efforts for the convention.
John T. Burns, isecretary of the congress, has received advices from A. M.
Cleland, general passenger agent of
the Northern Pacific Railway Company, that the road and Its connections will make a round trip of $52.50
from Missonri river terminals on the
occasion of the convention, also that
proportionate rate3 will be in effect
from other stations. It is also given
out that other roads will make similar rates in their respective territory.
"There is every indication that the
congress in Spokane will be the larg-

est and most Important in the history of the organization," said Mr.
Burns, "and we look forward to representative delegations from all over
the western country."

Accused of Forgery Colfax county
authorities are looking for two young
men, Herbert Newton and B. N. Jackson, charged with forging checks at
Raton to the amount of $107. The
losers all are saloonkeepers.
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LOST OR WON.
If we sit down at set of sun
And count the things that we have
done
And counting find
g
One
act, one word
That eased the heart of him who
heard :
One glance most kind
That fell like sunshine where it
went
Then we may count that day well
spent.
But if throughout the live-sonday
We've eased no heart by yea or nay;
If through it all
We've done no thing that we can

Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansys
Bobolink
ARIETY FRESH YEAST

Also

y

i--

anta Fe.

eoutheast Corner Plaza,

cost

Killed a Wild Cat Justo Griego
killed a wild cat near La Garita, San

-

SEE FOI YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

AP

CALL

j

8

Wtclis. Clocks

Diamonds,

rated

.Novelties,
Leather and Leather Eboay
Goods.

China,

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
cfurs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw tuts of all kinds
SANTA FE, N, M,

436

j

Buy Now While we have
a good

assortment.

FOR HALF A CENTURY

Cuticura is the most economical treatment fol
affections o( the skin und scalp. A cake of Cuticura
Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment arc often
sufficient. Sold throughout the world. Potter Drus
A Chcm. Corp., Sole Props.. Boston.
Mailed free,
Cuticura book, un Authority on the Skin.

j
'

Don't Delay

BE SOLD

ht

las.
Torrance County Normal Institute!
Fifty teachers are in attendance at
the Torrance county normal institute
at Estancia. County Superintendent
Burt is the instructor.
Sent to Jail for Breaking Into House
Perfecto Luna,
At Albuquerque,
aged 17, and a boy named Baca, aged
10, were sent to jail for ten days each
for breaking into the Scholtz ranch

PHONE

36

THE LEADING
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HOUSE

CANON
ROAD

MINOR CITY TOPICS
house.
Two Deaths at Albuquerque Juan
Mesa died of typhoid at Albuquerque, X
Denver, Colo., Aug. 17. The S
He was aged 35 years. George F.
forecast is partly cloudy with
He was
Wilson died of pneumonia.
showers in north and east por- - X
aged 60 years and a native of Provi- ains tonight and Thursday.
X
I.
R.
dence,
X 1K JC
Death of Mrs. Emma Rietz Mrs. &
Emma Rietz died at Albuquerque yes
Painting Pagoda Green The Wo- an
as
of
result
the
Board of Trade is having the
man's
operation.
terday
She was 31 years of age and leaves pagoda in the plaza painted a dark
a husband. The remains were sent to green.
Belen for interment.
Sneak Thief at Work in AlbuquerFifteen Bears Killed on Upper Pe- que A sneak thief broke into the rescos Fifteen bears are reported to taurant of Jacob
Flaming at Albuhave been killed on the upper Pecos querque and rifled the cash register.
this summer. R. E. Putney, of AlbuCourt House Completed The hoard
querque, and his son Layman, brought of county commissioners of Torrance
four home the other day.
county has accepted the new court
District Court Postponed The reg-- house from Contractor August Rein- ular October term of the Sixth district ; gardt and made payment in full,
-court at Tucumcari has been postpon-- j
nnn
Thi. App(,ct nf Wnmon
j ed untl
November, to allow members
Thg tWrd arregt withjn a few dayg
or the bar to attend tne constitutional at Las
Vegas for women entering
s
Judge Wright will
g made yesterday. when the
'side and District Attorney McElroy nnii(,0rfnn1, Mrs Anrpii
Ransom tn
will serve his first term. The docket jaiI Th& saloonkeepers will be prose-wil- l
be very heavy. San Jon Sentinel. cute(j
Boost for Santa Fe "J. Sam Hous-- j
Maximum Was 80 The maximum
ton returned from Santa Fe where he
.
temperature
yesterday was 80 degrees
. .
has nstalled the theater called the and the minimum
was 63. The aver- Adobe Grand. He reports business,
wag
good and says Santa Fe people ..re
cenfc
wag
c()
are a good hunch They know how to,
lhunderstorms
gh
mile-- ;
' the mountains.
treat the people. It is a healthy
.
A year ago today
over
. .
.
high city, J. Sam savs, and is on the the maximum
was 85 and the mini- verge of a big boom. Keep your eye mum 50. It was a clear, warm
day.
on Santa Fe.
Albuquerque Tribune- Suit to Quiet Title Suit to quiet
Utlzen- title to a tract of land in the Cherry
Convening of Court Postponed
valey comprising about 20,000 acres
On account of the fact that the reg- - j wag flle(J in the district court at Las
ular day for the opening of the fall Vegas by Judson P. Van Houten.
term of the district court of Union Frank Church and about twenty-liv- e
county falls on Monday, September 5, others are made defendants by the acthe day preceding the election for the tion. The land
in Mora
choosing of delegates to the constitu and .partly in San Miguel counties.
tional convention, the clerk of the Van Houten claims title. He has incourt for the Fourth district has been stituted the proceedings for the pur- instructed to make the jury venires nose of clearine awav anv clouds in
for Union county returnable on Wed- - hi tmo
nesday September 7. This will en
A Good Suggestion
"No. 10 .was
able the members of the grand and
crowded
last
evening, alunusually
petit juries and the large number of most all of the
from here
passengers
witnesses who have been summoned
to
No. 10 is
seats.
unable
get
being
to Clayton for the term of court to reof the.
now
train
most
the
important
main in their own precincts and cast
a difsometimes
is
and
it
north,
their ballots. Had the jurors been day
handle
to
matter
ficult
for
the
service
to appear on Monday
compelled
number wishing to travel at
the
many of them probably would have that large
time.
A local passenger, run
been deprived of their vote.
from Albuquerque to La Junta sometime during the middle of the day or
How's This?
early afternoon, would be a great ac
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re commodation to the
traveling public."
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-- !
Raton Range.
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Ore.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
We, the undersigned, have known P.
and beJ. Cheney for the last 15 yes
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
U's Catarrh Cure is taken intern basket leaves Monday Tuesday
ally, acting directly upon the blood Returns Thursday and Friday.
and mucous nurfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Mrs. F O. BROWN
Take Hall's Family Pills foi con- -
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UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

GOODS.

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND A PULL STOCK OP EVERYTHING A
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.
S

i
;

PICTURE

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

vAE

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

ly

Screened

Alt kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anJ SofiuS
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

MUL UOIORY

Telephone

HATS

Air

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S E. Corner

of Plaza.

Aent

jpatlon.

it

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURAIVCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do youSknow whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou new own?
Taar?isSI.fd

St,e THE

SANTA FE ABSTRACT

Realty1 &

Insn-"an-

ce

Agency

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,

Tel Black 76

M

raaffii

PtAMOMPC 1

For Best Laundry Work

MEXICAN

AI

VW

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
taeztuas.vpu0F.

j

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

We have it.

j

lies-part-

DONE.

StStmO

Sffy, If it's Hardware

i

FUNFRAL DIRECTORS

YONTZ

WATCHES

HMNUPAGTUIIM OF

H2!e

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right Service
R

JtWilLKT

gTw.
by

I

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

Phone No 23 Red

ttp.io- -

Oale Methods

SANTA

FC

M. P

It is to your advantage to trade here. We make
UOOQ the claim that we sell better goods than any one
fOr I
else, for we offer you the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce

IV

Htttm
VMin
OUl UWn

"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

'

WE SHAVE DOWN OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR

J

!

125

CITY.

j

Wm

RED

IN THE

pre-ilon-

(SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

AW$BT 130

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS

j

j

MULLIGAN &

THESE
MUST

-

-

j

F. GORMLEY
'FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Q

j

and
sarsaparillas over a year and j
a half but got, no cure. 1 cannot praise
the Cuticura Remedies too much. They
made my skin as clear and free from
scales as a baby's. All I used of them
was two cakes of Cuticura Soap, thr"e
boxes of Cuticura Ointment and three
bottles of Cuticura Resolvent. If you
had been there and said you would have
cured me for two hundred dollars, you
would have had the money.
I was
covered with the scales but by using
Cuticura I was soon as clear as any person ever was. This was over twenty-tw- o
years ago and for a long time, through
force of habit, I used to rub my hands
over my arms and legs to scratch, but
I was well.
to no purpose
I had
scratched twenty-eigyears and it
got to be a kind of second nature to
me. Dennis Downing, Waterbury, Vt.,
November 27, 1909."

j

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

PHONE
BLACK

j

,

-

-

every description.

I

JEWELER

OF WORK

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of

i

S89

EVERY DESCRIPTION

n

j

MANUFACTURER

pitz

E STILL HAVE LEFT

ring

J

Deco-

Jewelry. Silverware,

Miguel county.
Fined for Abusing His Wife Adolfo
Gutierrez was fined $15 and costs at
Albuquerque for abusing his wife.
Marriage License Issued At Albuquerque yesterday, a marriage license
was issued to Federico Sanchez of
Pajarito and Juanita Sanchez of Bare-1

,

Nature-Suffe-

of the Cuticura
Rnmedies fifty years ago it would have
saved me two hundred dollars and an
immense amount of suffering.
My disease (psoriasis) commenced on my head
in a spot not larger than a cent. It
spread rapidly over my body and got
under my nails. The scales would drop
off of me all the time and my suffering
was endless and without relief. A thousand dollars would not tempt me to have
this disease over again. 1 am a poor
man but feel rich to be free of what
some of the doctors called leprosy, some
ringworm, psoriasis, etc. I took

Then count that day as worse than
lost.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

No.

Telephone

to be Second

"If I had known

trace
That through the sunshine to a face,
No act most small
That helped some soul and nothing

inter Grocery Co.

It Got

Incorporated 1903

ELIGfflAN BROS CO.

VEHB

Endless and Without
Relief Cuticura Made Skin
as Clear as a Baby's.

g

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

Established 1856.

SC-RATCH-

FOR 28
Till

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 17, 1910.

p2h?r

Zook's Pharmacy

Jz&5&Z

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

17, 1910.

RESULTS THAT REMAIN

POPULATION CENTER

Are Appreciated by Santa Fe People.

1

Thousands who suffer from backES
ache and kidney complaint have tried
one remedy after another, finding only
temporary benefit. This is discouraging, but there is one special kidney It Is Probobly Located in
medicine that cures permanently and
State of Illinois at
there is plenty of proof right here in
Santa Fe.
Present
Here is the testimony of one who
used Doan's Kidney Pills years ago,
and now states that the cure was last- MANY CROSS MI5SISSEPI SOON
ing.
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PAGE THREE.
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t

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wert Point r.f ths Southwert.
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Trt

Every old. sore comes from some kind of impurity in the blood. It remains
open, discharging place on the flesh because the circulation constantly de

posits into the fibres and tissues which surround the spot, the infectious matter
with which the blood is contaminated. It is impossible for the sore to heal while
the blood is in this impure state. S. S. S. heals old sores because It is the
greatest of all blood purifiers; it goes into the circulation and removes the cause
from the blood. When the blood has been purified there is no longer any inflammatory impurity or infectious matter to irritate the place, and nature causes a
certain aDd natural healing of the ulcer. It is all well enough to endeavor to
cleanse an old sore, or stop the itching, or absorb the discharge, with external
applications, but a cure can never be reached in this way, because such applications do not reach the blood where the cause is located. S. S. S. does not simp'.y
cause a scab to form over an old sore, but beginning at the bottom it heals tho
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
place
by building new tissue, and filling the place with firm healthy
Menace to flesh. permanently
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "There is no Dramage Caual
S. S. S. is a purely botanical remedy, being made entirely of roots herbs
Health of City of
and barks, each of which has a direct and lasting effect in removing impurities
praise too strong for me to give
and poisons from the circulation. Old people who have suffered for years with
Doan's Kidney Pills. The splendid reChicago.
chronic sore will find S. S. S. a most helpful tonic and system builder in counter
sults I obtained from their use sevacting the debilitating eifects of the old ulcer, Special book on Sores and Ulcers
eral years ago has been permanent
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA
Chicago, 111., Aug. 17.- - The center free to all who write.
and for that reason, my confidence in
of
of
has
United
States
the
population
a
them has increased. I suffered from
dull, heavy ache in the small of my moved westward from Ohio, cleared trustees; ciiy officials and selfish and
back and was subject to headaches Indiana with a jump and landed in
i'J NEW
ex- mercernary business interests are perand dizzy spells. I always felt tired, Illinois unless the census bureau
withim
his
and
suading
had no ambition and was poor in perts are mistaken, changed less than tingly or unwittingly, associates,
POLITICAL PASTURES
to ignore the
100
The
the
during
Doan's
years
preceding,
I
Kidney
health when procured
law. Yet officials of the city of Chito
Ohio
landed
at
in
a
it
change
point
Pills. It did not take them long
cago .instead of joining with the UnitThe Democrats of San Miguel councure me and from that day to this, in a hickory grove six miles southeast ed States
in
the
held primaries yesterday. The conprotecgovernment
ty
comof
Illinois
it
Ind.
To
reach
Columbus,
L have been free from kidney
tion of the people, have indorsed the vention will be held tomorrow.
70
ome
to
move
miles
will
have
but
it
the
confirm
public
plaint. I willingly
board in all its fatuous
statement I gave in January, 1907, tell- exceeded that distance in the decade drainage
Last August, when baseA meeting of the Republican county
Kid- between 1S50 and 1SG0 when it left the schemes.
Doan's
with
ing of my experience
were
ments
filled with sewage and central committee of Bernalillo counto
W.
of
Va.,
vicinity
Parkersburg,
Pills."
ney
roost 20 miles south of Chillicothe, O. three lives were lost, the health com- ty will be held tomorrow forenoon to
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
The "star of empire" has marched missioner stated as follows: 'This has issue a call for primaries and set the
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
due westward since it got its been going on for ten years and I see date for the convention.
almost
New York, sole agents for the United
start in 1790 east of Baltimore about nothing ahead for the next ten years
States.
to alter conditions.' Due sanitation
23 miles.
My 1810 it was 40 miles
The Taft Club of Las Vegas has
Remember the name Doan's and northwest of
the present drainage canal been
Washington, D. C, By through
organized with a membership of
other.
no
means
also
the
take
ample navigation for
1S20 it was near Woodstock, Va., and
400.
The following officers have been
then the migrations to western states Chicago river without extra cost. In elected: Charles A. Spiess, president;
such
due sanitation, therefore, may Fidel
Notice for Publication.
began to move the center westward
Adelaido
Ortiz,
06873
Not Coal Land
into West Virginia at a lively clip. In be found the solution not only of pro- Tafoya, secretary; Lorenzo Delgado,
Pecos Forest Reserve.
1S80 the theoretical or rattier mathe- tection for life and property, but also assistant
secretary; William Springer,
Department of the Interior,
center was in southern Ohio, of restoration of Chicago's lost com- treasurer.
matical
M.
N.
Office
S.
Santa
Land
U.
merce."
at
Fe,
Meanwhile Milwaukee is
only 8 miles southwest of Cincinnati.
July 12, 1910. o Just where the next census and those busying itself providing a harbor
At Cerri'.los (he Democrats passed
Notice is hereby given that Pruden-ci- 10, 20 and 50
years in the futtire will which will leave Chicago far in the a resolution advocating the initiative
Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who, locate that
matter
of
lake
shipping.
population center is a matand referendum and recall and electon July 12, 1905, made homestead en- ter
Western Trust Companies.
and
to
southern
of
interest
keen
ed the following delegates to the
SW
try (serial 06873), No. 839G, for
The increase of eastern trusts in county convention: Ramon Sandoval,
Sec. 3, western states. Remarkable growth
SE 4 SW
SE
Sec. of population in the southwest and western institutions as under the will Diego Mares, Lee Frampton and SiNE 4 NW
NW 4 NE
west are shown ly the present cen- of the late Chief Justice Fuller of the mon Gonzales. These were selected
10, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
sus. During the last two weeks figures supreme court which named a Chi- as alternates: Justiano Sandoval, B.
innotice
of
filed
M. P. Meridian, has
tention to make final five year proof, for Texas have been made public, and cago trust company is loked upon as F. Giltner, Marcus Sandoval and Luis
ten significant of the future of western Padia. Simon Gonzales called the
to establish claim to the land above they show that counties that now
financial institutions. The will of meeting to order.
described, before register and receiv- years ago were sparsely settled
er at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 25th have from 15,000 to 25,000 population Chief Justice Fuller named a Chicago
each. The remarkable increase in the lawyer and the Merchantsc Loan &
Republican primaries will be held
day of August, 1910.
population in Oklahoma must also be Trust Company as
The es- in this city this evening at 7:30
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crestino Ribera, Manuel Sandoval, taken into consideration in a specula- tate is valued at approximately
o'clock at the following places: PreIt is interesting to note that cinct No.3, at the house or Simon
Ramon Quintana, Crescendo Roibal, tion as to where the center of population is likely to "light." But there much the same disposition was made Vigil. To be called to order
all of Pecos, N. M.
by Teles-fo- r
MANUEL R. OTERO,
have been large increases in popula- of the property by the distinguished
eleven delegates to be
Rivera,
Register. tion in the east 'articularly in the jurist as was done by Marshall Field, chosen. Precinct No. 4, at the Co.'do-v- a
the lrager ltles.
who also chose the same trust comhall, to be called to order by E. C.
Menace.
Canal
pany, one organized in the early days Abbott, eleven delegates to be chosen.
See a real live monkey in Monkey
Drainage
Failure to complete the Chicago of the city and run on the same conDoodle business tonight at the Adobe
Precinct No. 17, at Manderfeld hall,
Grand.
drainage canal to ship canal depth and servative lines from the first. The to be called to order by T. B. Catron,
to keep the channel clear of sediment growing favor of trust companies has eight, delegates to be chosen. Precinct
has become a menace both to the been the subject of much comment No. 18, at the court house, to be callHACK
city's health board and lake traffic, ac- because of the action of Justice Fuller ed to order by George W. Prichard,
cording, to the latest arraignment of in naming his counselor and a trust seven delegates to be chosen.
the board of sanitary trustees. Ac- company to act jointly. Commenting
Prom
Henry H. Walker of the on this the Economist said: "A trust
"Sheriff Secundino Romero, chairTAOS cording toRiver
BARRANCA
Chicago
Improvement Associa- company's highest function is to dis- man of the Republican county central
Meets Both North South tion, soundings show the main drain- charge its duties faithfully and safe- committee, is
spending a great deal
age canal is only two feet deep in cer- ly as trustee whether under the terms of his time in thf rommirtop'a now
Bounds Trains.
tain spots twenty feet from the shore of a will or under corporate trusts:
the
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of line and that one cross section has an Success in this direction has been at jquarters ln the ro0m adjoini
the north bound train and arrives at average depth of only nine feet. tended by a greatly increased volume rooms of Dr. M. F. Des Marals on the
north side of the
He and
Taos at 7 p. m.
"The drainage canal has cost nearly of fiduciary business. But most im- other members of theplaza.
other
have
committee
shorter
than
miles
any
Ten
cost
toda
must
and
$50,000,000
portant is the preservation of that begun active work and will show no
way. Good covered hack and good
more to complete," his report high standard of management which rest
until after the election. They
teams.
states. "Why not complete the canal has made the trust companies of the
the Republicans to carry the
expect
value of United States an example for all the
Tiling deaeto M&ka Fas and give the people the fullthe
county and send a solid delegation to
their investment? During
past civilized nations of the world."
saxxgpex Coiu.forta.tle.
the constitutional convention. The
four and one-ha'
years Chicago's
Left Nine Million Dollars.
campaign will be carried on from the
TrSp
been
has
great drainage project
Nine million dollars spent in Chi- new headquarters." Las Vegas Optic.
brought to a standstill, at enormous cago by 200,000 visitors
during the
financial loss, to enable the trustees
Tomorrow the Democrats of Lincoln
spectacular thirty-firs- t
grand encampvotto.
to fulfill
pledges
ment
of the Knights Templar and by county will meet at Lincoln, at which
districts. R. R.
50,000 knights, that is the money re- time, the Republican convention also
SHOP ers of outlying
is the "head of the present turn for
the entertaining and hospi- will convene. At Carrizozo, the Demotality of the city and a virtual general crats selected the following delegates:
For 19 years the only
abandonment of business during the A. T. Roberts, J. H. Skinner, John A.
first class tonsorial parlor
day of the great parade. At least that Haley, Manuel Gonzales, james Whlt-tendais the estimated sum expended, the
in Santa Fe.
A. V. Swearingen,
Harry
figures used seeming conservative. In Humphreys, M. D. Guerrero, P. C.
OUR NEW FITCH
the matter of living expenses the es- Baird, M. M. Beagles, W. J. Doering,
TREATMENT
timate is based upon $12 a day for A. C. Wingfield, T. E. Kelley, W. E.
i
ffnarantG9d to cure, (not onlv ' To check early colds or Grippe with "Preventics" four days for the Knights and their Winfield, W. S. Bourne. The Repubsure defeat for Pneumonia. To stop a cola ladies, $2,400,000. The living expenses licans selected: C.
Sandoval, M. St.
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & means
with Preventics is safer than to let it run and ba
j
of 150,000 other visitors at $5 for four John, B. Sandoval, P. J. Archuleta, W.
We
also
to cure it afterwards. To be sure.
obliged
irritations.
other scalp
seated
but
even
cold,
a deeply
will cure
adds $3,000,000. The sum of $10 M. Kahler, Sam Kelsey, A. H .Harvey,
early at the sneeae stage they break, or days
carry a complete line of all the taken
off these early colds. That's surely better. each for 200,000 people is the price of J. H. Canning, William
head
Barnett, W. A.
That's why they are called Preventics.
popular hair and racial tonics.
the
Connor
to
No QuinC. H. Brown.
the
Cures.
shopping
done,
Cold
and
little
Preventicsare
according
Candy
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH ine, no physic, nothing sickening. Nice for th
estimate. As Chicago people spent
children and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
BATHS BATHS BATHS
jhilly , if you sneeze, if yon ache all over, think ol freely in entertaining the retail stores
At a meeting of fourteen DemoPreventics. Promptness may also save half your did an extra business
during the con- crats and three Republicans in Ward
usual sickness. And don't forget your child, if
thero is feverishness, nightor day. Herein prob- clave far above $2,000,000 and the No. 1, Precinct No. 3, of this
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
city, last
ably lies Preventics' greatest efliciency. Sold in
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your 6c boxes for the pocket, also in 25c boxes of 4? sums for flowers, autos, theaters, evening, B. Sandoval called the meetlaundry on Mondays and Tuesdays Prevuutics. Insist oa your druggists giving you cigars and other items no doubt ex- ing to order. Francisco Delgado was
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
ceeded the estimated $1,500,000. These chosen chairman and Manuel Delgado
sums total $8,900,000.
All work is guaranteed; your
Consequently secretary. The following delegates to
socks are mended and buttons
Curt M. Treat, head of the convention the Democratic convention were sesewed on you shirts, without
bureau of the Association of Com- lected. Samuel G.
Cartwright, Franextra charge.
merce which secured the conclave is cisco
Bonifacio
Sandoval,
Delgado,
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
in great local popularity.
Bankers Severiano Rivera, Higinio Martinez,
had more of their correspondents in Carlos F. Abreu, Teodoro Martinez,
to see them than ever before. The Candelario Martinez.
3B2S88SSB2
ri'tord made will set a difficult pace
In Precinct No. 4, the following
for Denver and the other cities where
were selected delegates at the Demothe conclave may be held.
held last night:
cratic primaries
Judge N. B. Laughlin, Adolf Hill, M.
NEW MEXICO LAND COMMISA. J. Tear and J. G. Richie.
SIONER ASKS FOR POINTERS. Garcia,
voters
In Precinct No. 17, thirty-riv-e
he
state turned out and after an interesting
Denver, Colo7Aug.
land board sold 16,640 acres of land contest, the following were elected
in various parts of the sate for a
delegates: J. W. Norment, Dr. J. A.
DIBBYEf5iD
total of $221,178, the average price be- Massie,
A. Hunter and Attorney R.
ing $13.65 per acre. In Saguache H., Hanna. Attorney Volney Howard
county some of the land went at as and J. S. Candelario tied.
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
high as $83.75 an acre, while other
In Precinct No. IS, the following
sections brought only $5 per acre. were elected
delegates: Mayor Arthur
New Mexico is getting interested in
Seligman, Romolo Martinez, Meliton
the state land question, and the state Castilla, Ascension Rael and E. A.
officials have written Secretary B. L. Fiske.
Two physicians were elected
Jefferson of the Colorado land board'
, Academic and Preparatory Courses
alternates. They were Dr.
the
among
for information relative to how his of- X
A. Rolls and Dr. C. O. Harrison. .
form Separate Departments
fice handles the work devolving on it.
1
ii.
rri,
i
xu iuumJ iuoaiai orit mis
Send for Prospectus
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
state
is Known ,v Well did
hear that fellow sing
far and wide for the great amount of
Adobe Grand last night
the
Studies resumed September 5th.
jat
land which it handles, and the meth- BROTHER EDWARD. President
ods employed are becoming of inter - ' If
you are In need of anytMng, try
est to other parts of the country.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West it an e'evatlou of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officersjand Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cihoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson secretary, and W
A

3

Flnlay
For particulars an 3
iddress.

'

f

illustrated catalogue

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

El

Wells Fargo
Company
express
Genera!
Express Forwarders
TO

All farts of
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New Mexico Military Institute

tk World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call yp

'Phone 8

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

LINE

RATES RIGHT.

TO

ss

Don Caspar Avenue

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL

j

ESTATE CO

$15,-000,0-

FARE

$5.00

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

raw lands,
00 to
75.00 per acre, under cultivation
under ditch,
and highly improved, 60.00 to S175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

lf

KERR'S

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

ante-electio- n

PLAZA BARBER

to locate settlers on gov- ernment land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are;
Invited to correspond with us.

We are prepared

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

RANOHKS,
LA ROE
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEIR FROM YOU,

NEAT ATTIRE

Stop That Cold

!

eventa

St Michael's

College

Santa Fe, Hew Mexico

fiftPOT" COMMERCIAL LITERARY

SCIENTIFIC

,

out-

when apparently "run to seed" a little
are
equally benefited by our renovaTHE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
tion
treatment. We put an entirely
STABLE
new appearance on them, giving each
unless it is in perfect condition.
Horses fresh, vehicles clean and easy garment a freshness that suggests the
running. Drivers spick and span. original appearance when brand new.
Patrons are always well pleased with We are prompt and careful with our
our service. We have rigs of all kinds work and
guarantee to all partons perfor use at any time of day or night fect satisfaction as well as contentand our charges are moderate.
ment with the low prices charged.

WILLIAMS

17-T-

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

&

Particular care is taken that no
fit leaves

310

San Francisco

1 EISIM
St 'Phone 139 Red

Julius Muralter, Tailor
Cor.

Palace and Washington Avenue.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad-Leav- e
Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
j
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arriTe,
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excesB baggage at

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co.,

at Roswell, N. M., at

hours ln advance. Rate for
special $40.00. to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point.
least

24

J. W. STOGKARD, manager
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The Socorro Chieftain like the Denver Times, agrees with the New Mexican that the era of pistol toting hai
passed in New Mexico. It says:
"The Santa Fe New Mexican enumerates seven cases of one person
shoting at another with more or less
serious consequence, all in one day
and all within two hundred miles of
Santa Fe. Isn't it about time that

WOULD IT PAY?
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It costs the Territory from

$25,000
to $3(1,000 to hold an election. Oklaho-

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
ma under the initiative and referenFRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
Vice President. dum held seven elections last lear,
Editor and President.
one of them to remove the capital
r
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasurefrom Guthrie three years before the
Entered as Second Class Matter at tbe Santa Fe Postofflcc.
enabling act provided for it. Seven
$3.50 sucn elections would cost New Mexico
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
a vigorous campaign were inaugurat25
o no sometmng nie 9w uuu. wnicn wouia
.
Daily per week by carrier
for the enforcement of the law
year
per
Weekly,
to five mills to the present ed
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
1.00 add four
the carrying of deadly weapmonths
six
65 Weekly,
rate of taxation. But that is only the against
Daily, per month, by mail
Put
ons?
away that gun."
50
7.00
cost of elections. To this must be
Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
added the cost of such follies as votOFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
ing to remove the capital, when as a
matter of fact Oklahoma came in
sent
to
is
I.
Mexico.
Tae New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New
with a pledge to Uncle Sam not to
J
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing crculatM vote for a change of capital until 1915.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Thousands of dollars will now be examong the intelligent and progressive people ot the Southwest.
pended in the courts. Guthrie, it is
Chas. R. Easley,
F. Easley,
estimated, raised a quarter million dol- Chas.
Estancia.
Fe.
Santa
enormous
an
its
lars among
citizens,
&
EASLEY.
EASLEY
tax, and Oklahoma City, half a milAttorneys at Law.
j.
(j0iars f0r the capital fight, and
'
NEW.
NOTHING
under the intiative and referendum
HE WALKS WITH ME.
E. C. ABBOTT
niay De cane(j pon within a certain
Tf upon reading a book, the fields The Republicans have given New
Attorney-at-Lacost
same
and
and
the
to
time
initiative
go
of
the
the
form
Mexico
and
through
bluer
look greener, the sky
only
Practice in the District and Susun brighter, such book is. worth r.for.T.H.Tn uhirJh is nrartical. No fight on the same question. Certainly,
of
Courts.
men
and
business
the
Prompt and careful
taxpayers
"Dear
preme
is
volume
while. And such a
constitutional enactment was required Sonfa Wo nam load ennus-without attention given to all business.
Old Father," by Samuel Francis' "Wool-ard- ,
for that purpose and none is required
- New Mexice
putt,p th'(s additional burden on their Santa Fe,
recently published by the Gold- in the future. An
the
instance,
aiVeady drooping shoulders.
smith- Woolard Publishing Company,
of Wichita, Kan., one if whose mem- herd law, under which any person,
CATRON & CATRON
bers, Mr. Goldsmith, has been a resi- in any district may initiate a' moveJudging from the present state of. Attorneys and Counsel
dent of Santa Fe for some time. It is ment to' have the law apply in such the public mind, there would be no
Office:
Catron Block
- similar in dainty and artistic work- district. The matter is then put up difficulty in getting forty per cent of Santa Fe,
New Mexico
manship, careful editing and in spirit to a special election, a referendum. the voters of Santa Fe to sign a re- .
"The Beauties This has been done the past year in call for Mayor Arthur Seligman. He ,
to "Good Fellowship,"
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
of Friendship," "All That's Love-ly,- "
dozens, of districts in eastern New is a Democrat, and many in his own
Attorneys-at-La"Pictures of Memory," and "Glorious Mexico. Similarly, if any school dis- - party would delight to oust him witlh
in the District Courts as
Practice
betrict desires to tax itself in excess their vote. A year from now, these
Mother," and should have a place
well as before the Supreme Court ot
memsame
where
would
admit
it
every
initiate
of
the legal maximum,
sides these
people, probably,
may
trrltory-ber of the household is likely to pick a special election for the purpose, and that Mayor Seligman had been work-'11- 6
New Mexico
Cruces
Las
into
the
for
best
and
moments
referendum
decides
of
interests
the
of
odd
ing
the
dip
city,
them up at
people
tal-con!
whether such tax shall be levied or had been giving his time, his
them to gather inspiration or
RENEHAN & DAVIES
solation, just as the mood happens to not. The question of issuing bonds jents, his energy free of charge for a '
E. P. Davie
be. Those with receptive minds will for school purposes is similarly sub-- . greater, cleaner and a better Santa A. B. Renehan
Attorneys-at-Lanever look in vain, and the spirit will ject to initiative and referendum in Fe but for the time being, he is tin- -'
popular because he is enforcing the
Practice in the Supreme and Dts
expand and the world seem better New Mexico, and so is the matter of- laws
as he finds them, and insists trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
local
opis
life
limits,
extending
Modern
municipal
a
after reading while.
so engrossed with material things tion, prohibition and many other ques- - tihat every person and every interest specialty. Office in Cairon Block.
any legislature, may re- - pay some share of the cost of run-fe- r Santa Fe
New Mexico
that less poetry is read, less verse is tions, towhich
the people to initiate for ning the municipality.
Thus the
memorized than formerly; but chilwhenever thev wish. The call would work injustice. It would
should be taught
dren especially,
G. W. PRICHARD
out of office those who have the
some of the lines which memory will cry therefore that the initiative and put
to
do their duty. The fact
Attorney and Consellor-at-Lamust he written into the courage
recall many years afterwards and to referendum
in all the District Courts
Practice
a
that
or
constitution
j
will
year
later
the
be
the
be
would
people
people
which time will add new meanings
oarrea
iui n, wumu not unao tne mis- - and gives special attention to cases
is
irom
iorever
tnem,
connaving
o"nj
The
and a better understanding.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
idle and absurd.
The beautiful rail-- , chief perpetrated.
tents of Dear Old Father, were in road bonded indebtedness
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
of
Santa
part compiled after a prize competi- Fe county was fastened upon tax payThe selection of Enrique H. Salazar,
tion for the contribution of the best ers by initiative and referendum.
WILLIAM McKEAN
to be reselection, and one of the prizes was However, a constitutional 'amendment editor of El Independiente,
foilur-o- l
:
,1
ceiver nf the.
Attorney-at-LaIon
won by Miss Mae Peregrine, of La would be
"
required to deprive the
rort
and Land Law.
Mining
bumner,
a
is
Guadalupe
county,
Luz, Otero county, with:
islature of its legislative powers, to ;
native-bormaple-shadeNew Mexico
Taos
of
recognition
down
the
me
with
He walked
people
subvert the representative
system. of the
the
as
Territory
by
Republicans
lanes,
But even the Democrats, upon second
well as of the editorial craft, which is
it was
C. W. G. WARD
And
er
the
District Attorney
Life's Spring;
Territorial
by
appointment
"'ognized
furtf
kind of an initiative and referendum,
to be register of the j Fo. San Miguel and Mora Counties
j of A. E. Curren
And for the sunlight and
fin-Tn
Sam land nffiro
fn n
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
rains
LET THE INDIANS BE MEN.
j
iticaI
princjpes;
of
0!
New
the
a
him
song
praise
I learned from
iue sucuiiicus reveaiea ov ine cou- Mexico's newspapers stand in the van.
W. A. FLEMING JCNES
to sing
gressional investigation of proposed They often risk the
opBonds and Investments
and
For everything.
enmity
Indian land sales in Oklahoma, is
position of a great part of the busiU. S. Commissioner for the Third
additional
evidence
of
the
merely
He sought me out, where sin had hold folly of the government dealing with ness community from which their sup- Judicial District of New Mexico.
port ought to come, in order that their Eastern and lock bank references.
of me,
the Indians from the paternalistic
New Mexico
might triumph.
party
And raised me up, as only Father
They occas- Las Cruces
standpoint. It is possible, for instance, ionally risk not
their
property
only
could;
in fact, it would have been likely, that
verr ovkfpno in rlofonco nf
EDWARD C. WADE
And when the world was smiling the Pueblo Indians would be rid ofi hut. their
. .
,
Attorney-at-Ladoubtfully
their lands in New Mexico long be- seldom commensurate with
in the Supreme and Dls
the ser- Practices
At my poor blund'ring efforts to fore this, if
they had been permitted vice performed.
of the Territory, in the
Courts
make good,
trict
to dispose of them in severalty, as
Court and before the D. S.
Probate
He understood.
they pleased, but on the other hand,
Florence Nightingale, the "Angel of Surveyor General and TJ. S. Land
Pueblos would by this time be prothe
tho
Offices.
And still he walks with me,
citizens of the the Crimea," has been called to her regressive,
New Mexico
Cruces
Las
stretched between
a
at
life
ward
the
after
of
90,
own
age
in
way
Territory making their
la that still stream of Death, un- the trades or as farmers, while thou- filled with good deeds that brought reR. W. WITTMAN
known to rae;
sands of acres now lying idle or in- lief from suffering to more men than
Draftsman
I feel the leading of a hand unseen
differently cultivated would be show the acts of any other human person in
Copies furnished of records on flit
Although his kindly smile I may not places, for they are the most fertile the history of the world. She laid the
the U. S. Surveyo General's Office
see,
and best watered lands of the Ter- foundation for the nresent system of
New Mexico
e
He walks with me.
banta
sanita-for
camp
ritory. The Indians today are "land antiseptic surgery,
poor" and in consequence poor in tion, for the ice treament of typhoid i If
you are In neeft of anything, trj
TWO CONTENDING PRINCIPLES. everything else. The New Mexican and other fevers and to her rightfully
Mexican Want Ad.
New
a
i
of
"Queen
The lesser leaders in both great po- fails to see that any calamity would belonged the name:
litical parties make the mistake of have been involved if the Pueblos had! Nurses." She was the first woman to RES
placing the test of party loyalty upon been treated sixty years ago as the Organize a nursing corps for an army
too narrow a basis. Hence insurgency native people were treated, given the in action and she was known by the
some right to dispose of their holdings, common soldiers as "the angel of the
jnd factionalism. Approval of
ephemeral doctrine, or allegiance to either wisely or foolishly, as long as battle field." She relieved war of some
some man or boss, are not true tests, the inevitable consequence would of its horrors and demonstrated by
her life and deeds that woman is the
but too often a Republican or a Dem- have been to make
men of tihem, who would be holding equal if not the superior of man, even 1
ocrat is called a renegaae or a
or an insurgent because he will office and taking an active part in the on the battlefield.
differ from certain leaders. government of the Territory and the
to
dare
A beautiful illustration of the direct
The Republican and Democratic par- coming state.
ties represent two broad,
primary was given in California yeshistoric and philosophic princiOne may talk about the develop- terday. The Democrats put up- - only
beBoth
government.
ment of New Mexico and New Mexi one candidate for governor. In conples in popular
lieve in the republic, but one would co farming lands, but Deming (has sequence, Democratic votes by the
have a strong, centralized government come forward with an example of thousand were cast for the incandidate
for
chosen by the people; the other be- what can be done in the way of ad- surgent Republican
the purpose of disrupting the Relieves in reserving to local govern- vancing land values that is an
Fourteen months ago a man publican party. It did not cost the
ment every power, and giving to the
such
powers
named Robert Miller sold' a quarter Democratic candidate for governor a
central government only
three cent, for he was sure of the nominaas are absolutely- - necessary to its ex- SecUoh ifor relinquishment
tion, being the only candidate., while
to
south
miles
John
of
Hund,
logical
therefore
only
Deming,
istence. It is
' practically the Republican candidates, it is reesshould
comer
new
knew
a
who
Democratic
party
the
that
ported, spent from $150,000 to $500,-00pouse the initiative and referendum in nothing about the country. Mr. Hund
Wrhat
a
there is
unlimited terms, while the Republi- paid $7.50 an acre for the land and for the piece. man to bechance
a
candidate
poor
for
he
wasn't
told
some
him
that
would
at
people
all,
cans if thev accept them
Hund office under such conditions, or for
Mr.
a
making
strongest
very
good
buy.
the
them
around
throw
The former thought differently. He went to work the majority of any party to express
kinds of safeguards.
its will, is left to the local Democrats
would disintegrate the central govern- and sank a well; he then put in a to
figure out.
he
had
this
and
polipumping
plant,
spring
stable
ment, would destroy all
80
A
week
If you like good Coffee then
his
land.
cleared
acres
of
the
cies, would ask the people to makestate
you will surely be charmed
in
new
and
The
comer
came
another
Journal
ago
Albuquerque
Morning
each
with.
central governments of
offered Mr. Hund
an acre for the "Democrat" has issued another Declaand of the nation subservient to every entire tract net. $100
Mr. Hund promptly ration of Independence.
The old cour'CHASE AND SANBOIS
passing public whim, whether such
or refused the offer. It is a pretty fair tesan can no longer, however, insecession
nullification,
be
fancy
' SEAL BRAND"
example of what enterprise and hus- duce, any one of consequence, from
merely the right of the village to elect tle can do in the money making line the
of
civic
virtue. Indeed, its
path
its own garbage collector at the polls. in New Mexico.
decayed depravity serves as a phosIt has a distinctive, SatisThe latter believes in a strong, reprefying flavor rich, mellow
to
the
phorescent
Its
warning
community.
fine-t- he
and
changing
result of
government,
sentative
scientific, careful blending
Here Is a point worth considering. It says as plain as its words: "This is
policies only after due deliberation
of perfectly roasted coffees
the end of the downward path." Meanfrom the world's best planand presenting a firm and united front Says the Socorro Chieftain: "Contations.
New
Mexican
will
the
continue
while,
as
to
as
well
gress has appropriated $100,000 to pay
to enemies from without
the expense of New Mexico's first con- to uphold the banner or Republican
enemies within the house.
stitutional convention under the en- party fealty, without faltering or
Santa Fe Agents.
for
is
editor
running
abling act now in force. If, however, fear. As to the Journal, it is neither
A newspaper
feared
nor
the
secre
is
by
man,
Republican
a
party
it should be necessary to hold
governor of Ohio, a newspaper
candidate for governor of Texas, a ond convention under that act for the spected hy the people. There is a
to' somersaults even in journal-adopte- d
newspaper man has just been appoint- reason that- - the first constitution
Ism,
Fort
office
Presiat
to
land
not
the
is
the
of
acceptable
ed receiver
& COMPANY
Sumner and another newspaper man dent and to Congress, then the people
s
ex- of the voters ot Oregon
register, and thus from every part of New Mexico must bear the
of this glorious country, come the pense of the second convention. Here are ready to repeal the initiative and
They have had enough
tidings, that journalists are to the is a consideration that should not be referendum.
overlooked.M
of it in Its present form.
fore. And why shouldn't they?

R.

J,

;

lors-at-La-

,

,

;

,

President.

,J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
'FRISK McKAKE, Assistant Cashier.

L, A, HUGHES,

im rirsi iai FE.
OF SAftTA

The Oldest Banking Institution in
ftew Mexico. Established in 1370

......

,

PALES,

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000

80.000

transacts a general banking business

its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and se!is bonds and
stocks ia all market? for its customers.
Buys and sel!$
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
2 of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
g as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
jr
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
Libera
p per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time.
5 advances mads" on' consignments of livestock an2 product
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking lirvi.
2 aid aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
respect,'
j. as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound ba'
2 ing.
Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of .
2 public is respecfully solicited.

3

in all

w

,

THE

PILICE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels

One of
CuisiDe

and

the West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Table Service
Unex celled
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

j

j

in

j

J

eSmJffi

AMERICAN AND

T

f

d

n

HOTEL

!

J. E. LACOME

i

soft-fallin- g

o,

.

w

Proprietor
Commodious Sample Botftr:
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One.

PitESH THE BUTTON WE

DO

TBE REST.

d

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a

We Are
Now

supper ready to eat and yon will not have to
Our Increasing patronage ia the
wait.
we
best

.

1

J

j

BS.KAUNE

er

&

.

Serving

proof that

merit yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADO
RATES

u o.

lot

1.00A

DAY AND UP

G.LTJPK HERRERA

Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

ever-warrin- g

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water
in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service
guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention
given to traveling
Give us a trial if you want first class service,
men,

r.

0

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

nimwiiniiinMnnMianni m nraitrnin tum m

atuaA.y.ta

THIS WEEK

SPECIAL
SALE ON

ONLY

Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
White Goods, Embroideries and Laces.
ALL GOES AT ONE HALF
THE REGULAR PRICE,

LOOlf AT OUR"
SHOW WINDOW

:

1"

H.S.KAUNE

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

SOFT DRINKS
1

2

m something

CINCEft ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON
BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA

Nine-tenth-

PHONE

jm orders delivered

to&ffriaff mm snfrsfcstod to
thirsty
cool and writing

"

CO

AH

4rina mto from

FE BOTTLING WORKS.
Mtered water.

HENRY KRICK,

Proprietor

ICE MELT,

nrDcn&m

MCimnM

Ji

William Hann, of Raton, is at the
Coronado.
u
r
i
tJ. H. Campbell, of Albuquerque, is
on business.
V-4here
tun, Hi
Attorney Charles R. Easley has re-- i
III
turned to Estancia.
A. L. White, a salesman from Kan- j
sas City, is at the Claire.
H. O. Fischer, of Oklahoma City, is
j
a salesman at the Palace.
J . fci
j
V. ' Uj,
5.,' .,.s
Miss Christine Johnston has
for Boston where she will visit friends.
G. F. Pounding, a jewelry salesman
of New York, is calling on the trade.
John H. Riley, a well known cattle
dealer of Colorado Springs, is in the
city.
Attorney E. P. Davies was at Estancia on probate court matters on Monday.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes has
returned from the rifle range at Las
Vegas.
Miss Maude Hanlon has returned
from a visit with relatives at water-loo- ,
'
"c RS AGO one, of your ancestors had banked only 200. dollars
Iowa.
' impound Interest and you had that $200 and the interest,
.Miss Elizabeth Ackland, of Roch-ell111.," is visiting the Misses Flick
were a link in a chain, that chain would reach from ' New
" '
''
'
' ' "
in'- this
tncisco' .
city.
!
,
'
' Druggist Zook has returned from an
tiisr.1 in our bank if you will let it.
Make OUR Bank TOUR, Bank.
enjoyable fishing trip on the Conejos,
V
l interest consistent with safety.
Colorado.
Assistant Superintendent of Insur- &
D
BANK
ace Peter A. Lineau is home from Al- i'4
'
buquerque.
C. F. Miller, principal of te Cerrillos
schools, is spending a few days
public
BONDS
INBux.ANCE
SURETY
in the city.
Mrs. H. Li. Ortiz, wife of Attorney,
Ortiz, is still seriously ill with nervous
w

:sr f

AREYOU 6IIIN' FISHIN'M.
BRISTOL

j

f

SPOFT'-m-

?

Use the

jr.-

for

I

ittfau.kaUicj

yn

FrGTut.

will-

nasJ

r7

r

'

torn

J.S

supplies. We've got 'em all, everythirg
that you need. Just call at our store and m
talk to OUR MAN WHO KfOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
--

lft

J--

j

I

I

.
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COME IN AND GET AC
QUAINTED WITH HIM"
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Ycurs

fTTLE lNEAtSYwtA
BANKACOUArT.9,.,

e,

;

Our Line is

all new and complete in every

-

:

detail our assortment of flies is larger

-

'

and more complete, th&n ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty,
SPORTM AN; Come in and get nextto our line and prices. Our prices are lowe"
than ever before.

.

STATES

u

TRUST

the

CO.

REAL ESTATE

prostration.
District Attorney Alexander Read,
of Tierra Amarilla, is in the city on

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

4

Windows

ANTA PE HARDWARE &SUPPLY

M. A. Otero has re-- ;
turned from a visit to his former;

Wholesale & Retail

home, Las Vegas.
Dealers
H. O. Snyder district superintend-en- t
See our attractive list before buying.
of agencies of the Mutual Life, is
MiMIMIIiWHiaiJHlM
here on business.
O- - C- &
Herbert W. Yoe, of Las Cruces, and
Z. D. Clark, of El Paso, are here on RESIDENCE OF MRS. ROBT.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
reclamation work.
HUGHES DAMAGED BY FIRE.
Former Assistant V. S. Attorney Ed- or
full
on
call
For
particulars
119 San Francisco St.
ward L. Medler te in Santa Fe on su-- ; Frame Cottage Worth Fifteen
address the above company Phone. Fed Fo. 189
e
j
court business.
dred n0ars Goes Ud in
Miss Fern Enos lert last evening ior
Smoke.
Berkely, Calif., where she will attend
the University of California.
Deming, N. M., Aug. 17. The resiW. C. Young, an army qfBcer, was dence of Mrs. Robert
Hughes half a
in me cuy yesieruay un uiS way
east
Qf Deming was totally de
me
dozen
the
Exceptional Bargains
stroyed bv fire this afternoon. Tt was
Misses Elsie and Tillie Jacobs will a three-roo$1.00 $1 25 and $1 50 frame cottage worth to- leave tomorrow on a two weeks' so-- , getner with the fUrnituro about $1500.
journ at the Valley Ranch on the up- - There was 500 insurance on the build- "
per Pecos.
WILSON RANGES AT COST
jng, none on the furniture. The fire
Former Attorney General W. C. originated where two PlontHr. wirfs i
J&
Reid of Roswell, went to Las Vegas crossed on the roof,
j&
&
j&
Monday from here, to visit his for- TENT OOTS OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES
a
Walter Birchfield is spending
FURNITURE HOUSE FURNISHING.
mer home.
couple of days in Deming on business.
L. B. Behymer,
of I,os Angeles
Pat Nunn and wife of Apache Tejo
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Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.
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that moulds your form
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fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Oh! Mamma, take me to see Teddy Rebound When excellent wont can
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto the real live monkey at the Adobe be done
right at home. Conult tne
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Grand tonight.
New' Mexican Bindery.

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLE Mgr.
CL&READOH

POULTRY

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS everyday

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Ohlckens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoningi
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
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civilization in '
calculations, Aztec
Mexico is not over 700 years old, but'
it would seein that this period will '
have to be added to considerably for '
the reason that it must have taken
centuries to bury the structure at
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An ovation will be tendered to the
state constitutional convention Mon- day evening, a grand rally of those
favoring statehood, Republicans and
Democrats having been arranged to
j
take place in the plaza;
Ramon L. Baca, the well known
young merchant at Grants, and son of

t
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Hon. Ramon L. Baca, of San Mateo,
may be nominated by the Republicans
of Valencia county for county clerk
on the Republican ticket.
j
Atlanta 2; Memphis 1.
A Spanish campaign paper is to be
Nasihvillo 0; Chattanooga
started at Albuquerque at an early
Montgomery 4; Mobile 7.
date.
j
The state constitutional convention
will reassemble in the hall of reprePacific Coast League.
sentatives at the capitol Monday
Vernon 2: San Francisco C. .
noon.
Oakland 0; Portland 1.
At last night's session of the Board
of Trade there were present C. M.
The Hebrew fellow with the BariCreamer, president ; Arthur Boyle, sec-- ! tone
pipes at the Adobe Grand
retary; Gen. E. L. Bartlett, Col. Max
D.
W.
S.
Allian,
Spiegelberg, J.
Frost,
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SOUTH BOUND:
SOUTH POUND
No. 1. 4.48 a. m.
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.!
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, m.;
Track connection with A. T. &. S. F. Ry.at Ilaton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
Des Moines K. P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Ravado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park, N. M. is depot forthe following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
Oerro, Klizabethtowu. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
Paldy Black Lakes.Taos
and Twining.
River City, Talpa,

"Daily. fFlag, tl'aily except Sunday
J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M
Raton, N. f

Sf-

vX

'

t

TiWW??J; 7i.

I

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. M.
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years of

cigar wisdom in the

sagged, so the demand
ms never lagged. Buy
one and see a nickel grow
important.
"Now made in two shapes.
The Perfecto you know
The Corona is new."

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

Paso Texas.

1

ff VP.
never loses

A PTsl

I

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-

I'igau.

ular communication!
first Monday of eac)
month a Masonic hall
at 7.30 ii. m.

The postal officials have enough
H. H. UORMAN,
trouble of their own handling other
Acting Master.
people's letters w'thout getting any ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
to worry over. That's a sure thing.
So if you see some of the men behind
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
the latticed windows looking pale, and
R. A. M.
Regular concoughing a B flat cough, don't be
vocation second Monday of
alarmed. They have been getting leteach month at Masonic
ters that were intended for the mayHall at 7:30 p. m.
or. Here is one of them from New
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Hampshire:
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Dear Mr. Postmaster at Santa Fe
1 auu
callus a uuiiftuiuii ui yuotaio
Santa Fe Commandeijr No.
from all parts of the country. I would
1, K. T. Regular conclave
like very much to get some of New
fourth Monday In each
Mexico. I enclose my card and photo.
month at Masonic Hall at
(He looks like a 'peach'). If you do
7:30 p. m.
not care to take the trouble please
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
pas3 my card to some gent or lady W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
that wishes too, and oblige, respectfully yours."
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
Postmaster Burke did not seem to 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
fall in love with either the visiting Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
card or the penny photo and Assist-- on the third Monday of each month
and Postmaster Otero also winked at at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
sight of the picture, and has had a Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
severe cold since looking at it. The Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
is now in the hands of "Bobby" dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Stephenson and it is said he will send
Venerable Master.
it to some art society.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

The quality hasn't

For Rates and full information address

1i

But Postmaster Burke and Mr. Otero
Fail to Appreciate Work of Art
From Picture Card Fiend.

Why
shouldn't it be best?

East or West

-

TT

j

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and ail Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

System

n,,,l P

NEW HAMPSHIRE MAN
SENDS CARD AND CHROMO.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

El Paso & Southwestern

D.,n

Col. Perfecto Armijo
the opportunity to impress upon his
constituency the benefits of statehood.

ASK FOR TICKETS

The Best Route

$1.00 to $5.00

,

9 40

ilOonnects with E. P. & S. W. Ky, train No. 121 arriving In Dawson, N, M. uu 6:15 p. m,
W. Hy, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a.m.
tOonneets with E.P.
SStage for Van Houten N. M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
CAS. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow :

E.

;

,

22

UL

,

,

i.Ooifax

Cimarron
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N.

20

10

Cerrososo

Lv

20

uo

Koehlei,Juaction
Koehler

Ar

From the New Mexican of this date

(Read Up)
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STATIONS
i7v .TiiesMoi nesT sTxIT. .a r
C'apulin
VinU
Thompson
runnintrham
House X. M .. Lv A r 12 00
Lv
Kuton, N. M
Ar. Clifton House, N.M..Lv 11 37
Lv. .Clifton House N' M.Ari 11 37

88

94
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cor-lett-

ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS, D1STRI BUTORS, DENVER, COLORADO.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

SUMMER

Palace.
F. Pounding, New Yorfk; Mr.
and Mrs. W. Ennis, Mogollon; Miss
Elizabeth Ackland, Rochelle, 111.; H.
George
O. Fischer. Oklahoma City;
Grant McCurdy, New Haven, Conn.;
H. H. Ashlock, Kansas
City; Alex
ander Read, Amarilla; J. H. Campbell,
Albuquerque; A. G. Root, Philadelphia; Herbert W. Yeo, Las Cruces; Z.
D. Clark, El Paso; F. L. Edminster,
Alamosa; John H. Riley, Colorado
Springs; F. M. Specht, Denver; Wil
liam Mulligan, Albuquerque.
Claire.
A. Z. Zeisler, Chicago'; Theodore H.
Sunderman, St. Louis; A. L. White,
Kansas City.
Gregg's.
E. L. Medler, Albuquerque; Mrs.
Edward Hesch, Santa: Fe; L. O. Robinson, Deming; John Wright, Silver
City; James Wilson, Alpine, Tex.;C.
W.
Elmer Gooden, Carrizozo;
Young, U. S. Army; C. M. Kern, St.
Joseph, Mo.; F. R. Brown,

TOURIST RATEs

tt

G.

ALL POINTS EAST & WEST

Vvl 2ueLiSG

:

Liberal Limits and Stopovers

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

.rjX-A- -

P"NEW

JJ
mm

f

AT

"

MEXICAN BLDG.
I

Or Union Depot.

Coronado.
Ralnh B. Dixon, El Rito; Tony Dock- wilier, O. B. Orn, A. Channell, Jose
Antonio, Cowles; William Hann, Ra
ton: C. M. Milburn, J. McKmley, M.
Wasseman, Estancia.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

Jiaticcal Life

Assurance

MAKE

IMPORTANT ARCHAE

Company

OLOGICAL

DISCOVERY.

Denver Colorado.

San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 17. If
Indian clay diggers and potters are
to be believed mysterious light at
night, and strange sounds during the
,
day, at a site near San Miguel Amaz-tlahave led to the discovery of an
Aztec temple antedating the invasion
New
of Mexico by the Spanish under Hernando Cortez by possibly centuries.
Catron Block.
Since time immemorial the Indians in
the vicinity have claimed that both
the lights and the noise had been obN.
at
Tierra
Amarilla,
clrek,
served by many and it has been improbate
M., on the 26th day of August, 1910.
possible to get any of them to apClaimant names as witnesses:
proach the scene of the alleged phePlacido Archuleta, Luciano de Her-rer- nomenon a mound located to one
Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio Tru-jillo-, side of a narrow lane leading from
Ahuixotli
the Atzcapotzalco-Santiag- o
all of Coyote, N. M.
road to the village of San Miguel. R
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cently, however, some of them were
Register.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. fA.
Santa

8ERGERE, Manager for

Fe, N. M.

Notice for Publ cation.
Serial No. 0467. 013711.
Jemez Forest
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 12, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who,
on July 27, 1908, and June 20, 1910,
made homestead entries No. 0467 and
No. 013711, for SE 4 NW 4 NB
1--

1--

1-- 4;

NB
SW
NE
S
Sec. 19. and W 2
N 2 SB 4 NE
and NW 4 NW
NE 4 NW
Section 20 Township 21 N, Range 3
B, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Eliseo Lucero,

NB

1--

1-- 4

1--

1-- 4

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

4

1-- 4;

1-- 4;

1--

1--

1--

Mexico.

a,

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach. Toroid Liver and

"'ISr

IMS,

pi sv fs

tf!rs

L

g

Cleanses

clean

Laxative Fruit Syrup
STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

& CO-

-

Secretary.

BASEBALL.

induced to dig clay near the base of
the mound and in the progress of
their work they came across the steps
HOW THEY STAND.
of a teocalli, one of the pyramid temples of the Aztecs. When first found
National League.
the ruins were thought to be those
Won. Lost Per Ct
of an old ranch house or granary, but
34
67
.663
soon unmistakable signs of their pre- Chicago
40
.61
.604
historic character were met. So far Pittsburg
41
60
.594
little excavation work has been done. New York
52
52
.500
Above the temple, says the Mexico Cincinnati
51
42
.495
Daily Record, early Spanish farmers Philadelphia
42
60
.412
had erected a low circular wall, the Brooklyn
64
42
.396
enclosure being used for the thresh- St. Louis
...39 70 .358
This wall was torn Boston
ing of grain.
down a few weeks ago and under it
American League.
and at the base of the temple wall
Won Lost Per CL
wiere found idol stajtualttjes,, brokorn
72
34
.679
pottery, ashes and bones thought to Philadelphia
Boston
63
46
.577
human
made
sacrifices
with
originate
61
.565
47
to appease the wrath of Huitziopochit-1- Detroit
60
49
.550
the great god of the Aztec system New York
48
.453
58
of religion. At a depth of ten feet Cleveland
46
62
.426
below the present soil surface a ce- Washington
61
.419
44
ment floor was found and under it Chicago
34
80
.298
more Aztec statuettes, pottery and hu- St. Louis
man bones. Here also the remains of
an older wall were discovered.
Western League.
Won Lost Per Ct
In view of the fact that the base
73
42
.635
of the temple is ten feet below the) Sioux City
71
Denver
43
.623
present surface of the ground there;
64
49
.566
is little doubt that the structure is! Lincoln
64
50
.352
a very old one. Possibly the surface Wichita
52
62
.456
of the mound represents the platform! St. Joseph
51
64
.443
of the teocalli. The fact that ashes Omaha
48
69
.411
and bones were found on it is ample Des Moines
35
79
.307
proof that such is the case. The Topeka
Mexican teocalli or temple was a pyraWHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
mid of earth faced with stone and
National League.
on its summit stood the sacrificial
stone on which the victims were killPittsburg at New York.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
ed by having their hearts torn from
Chicago at Brooklyn.
their living bodies, certain portions
St. Louis at Boston.
of the body being then made as burnt
offerings to ttie deity to which the
American League.
temple was dedicated. The remainder
Detroit at Washington.
of the corpse was then thrown down
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
the steep sides of the teocalli and left
there. A feature of the temple at
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
San Miguel is that around its present
circle of large
base grows a druid-lik- e
trees. In its vicinity are many other
National League.
St. Louis 7, 3; Boston 5, 7.
mounds, mostly small, and it is thereCincinnati 6, 4; Philadelphia 3, 1.
for quite possible that here at one
New York 2; Pittsburg 1.
time stood an Aztec city. Clay diggers and potters living nearby have
found tremendous quantities of small
American League.
Boston 2; St. Louis 0.
stone idols, jade beads, earthenware
New York 7; Chicago 1.
with Aztec decorations, and itzli
Detroit 8; Washington 3.
knives such as used by priests in'op-eninthe breasts of the victims of
Philadelphia 18; Cleveland 3.
their creed. According to present
Western League.
Topeka 3; Des Moines 2.
St. Joseph 9; Lincoln 3.
Sioux
6; Wichita 2.
the system Omaha City
8; Denver 6.
American Association.
thoroughly and
Louisville 3; Indianapolis 4.
sallow complexions of Kansas City 5; Milwaukee 2.
and blotches. Toledo 1; Columbus 8.

pimples

It

1b

furnnted

Southern League.
New Orleans 1; Birmingham

0.

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFEE. K. R. S.

CHEAP

ROUND

TRIP

RATES
TO ALL POINTS VIA

if

Mexico Central

Effective June 2nd,

ATLANTIC CITY
ASBURY PARK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK

1910

$74.05
$73.70
$77.95
$50.35
$60.35
$44.60
$35.35
$44.35
$75.15

12 Hour

DAYLIGHT TRAINS
BETWEEN

Santa Fe & El Paso
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
a. m. Daily.
For information regarding freight
and passenger rates etc. call

at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.

L H. GIBSON,

.

City Frt. & Pass. A?t.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST
C

ECIAL TRAIN TO
ASSUAGE PARENT'S GRIEF.
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first got a hint of what was going on.
She lay low for Pap. On his next
call she spiked him right to the floor.
This was in the forenoou, and she informed him that he must appear with
a minister Dy five in the afternoon or

Engaged

BLANKS

ANDY'S

Printed and foi sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Offi
T rain was Left at Depot
j Mer.
be off and a
would
icials are Tenderhearted.
the
engagement
Mining Blanks.
By Donald Allen
breacb-o- t
FOR SALE Office safe $30. Chas.
promise suit be ou. Enos
Additional and Amended Location t E. Michael.
It
so
near
her
say
nsport Ind., Aug. 17. That the (Copyright. 1909 by Associated Literary vab ratuer glad to
sheet
Certificate,
He promised
seem a to settle things
Press.)
'
cries of a father left behind
it's sad, but true," said Hutch, the
sheet.
of Publisher.
Agreement
hour
the
COOK WANTED Apply to Mrs. R.
bacK
on
when
be
and
'o
in bearing his sick and almost
time,
Foi two years Mr Enos Jackson
reformed telegraph operator, who had
of
Proof
sheet.
Labor,
tot
the
J. Palen, 231 Palace avenue.
n are more powerful than bar-- i' had been driving over a certain route arrived the widow was dressed
been in deep thought for some time,
sheet.
Notice of Mining Location,
N'o Pap and no preacher,
"but I can't think of the copy-boooney, was demonstrated here In the state of New Jersey and selling occasion
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EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESbING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
Try this flour, we will take it back and cheerfully refund you
money if not entirely satisfactory.
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ately finished, to go at half price.

Brandt No- - 15
ra"Sl K !!?' 147 I S3-5I
Brandt No. iO, S2.47
S4,09..B'2ndt'.1JlJ'1-9s
No. 119, recularprtee S3.00, our price l$2.97
each
All razors are full hollow ground, and set ready for use.
Ve will also place on sale ICOO of the genuine
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Our Price 970 each

is thebest razor strop on the
Theouly razorstroo in the world that hones and
strops your razor at the same time and enables you to obtain an
edge which only an experienced barber can give. The Brandt
Razor Strop will put a keener edore on a razor with fewer
strokes than any other razor
GUARANTEED never to become hard or glossy. Special strop.
-a $2.00 Brandt Safetv Razor and
Brandt Saaving Brush tor 97s. each. JUII, ORPiJXS
TheBrandtSclf-HoninjRszorStro-
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Sweet Peas, any shade at a popular
price, McConvery. 41- - Palace Ave.
Try a sack of our Diamond M flour
and get a guess on the big sack. F.

Andrews.
Two Deaths From Tuberculosis
Baxter Smith, aged 35 years, who
came to Roswell two months ago for
tuberculosis, died at Roswell. Miss
Inez Wyant, aged 16 years, who came
to Roswell from Eagleville, Mo., died
of the same disease.
H. S. Lutz Checked In H. S. Lutz
was checked in this morning as city
agent for the Santa Fe system, after
an absence of three weeks, part of tarium."
which he spent in the east. R. W.
Dayton Decides to Have Municipal
Hoyt who had filled the place temporPlant The citizens of Day-- J
Pumping
arily leaves today for his home at Las ton, Eddy county, held a mass meet-- !
Vegas.
to take the final steps in effecting
Stabbed to Death While Drunk-Pe- dro ing
to put in a municipal
an
organiaztion
Abeyta of Tularosa, went to
The necessary funds
plant.
pumping
Alamogordo to visit his wife and
subscribed and a
been
have
already
was
locked
a
while intoxicated
in cell
for
first well. W. F.
selcted
the
site
witih a crazy man. Abeyta went to
elected
was
president of
Daughtery
while
the
asleep Monday,
sleep, and
secrA.
W.
the
Henry,
organiaztion;
crazy man took Abeyta's knife and
etary; J. B. Randolph, J. B. Stallings
stabbed him to death.
a working commitEddy County Socialists to Organize and A. W. Henry
a Party There will be a mass meet- tee to tatoe active charge.
Child Killed on Railroad Track
ing of the Socialists of Eddy county
at the court house at Carlsbad, Sat- A distressing accident occurred three
urday, August 20, for the purpose of miles south of Sabinal, Socorro coun-- i
nominating two delegates to the con- ty, at 5 o'clock last evening when Ce-- '
stitutional convention, and for the per cilia, the two years and three months
fecting of a county socialist organi- old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. .1. W.
Zimmerman was struck by east bound
zation.
Change of Ad Attention of the la- Santa Fe passenger train No. 816 and
dies is called to the announcement of sustained injuries from which she died
the new fall 1910-191samples for in a short time. Mr. Zimmerman i?
tailored suits just received by Nathan a Santa Fe freight conductor, with
Salmon. The Big Store is pushing the ' headquarters at San Marcial and owns
ladies tailoring department in an ef- a ranch near Sabinal, where his wife
fort to make it one of the best and and baby daughter Cecilia were spend-- j
those interested will find full explana- ing tJhe summer. The mother is pros-- I
trated as the result of the tragic
tions in the ad in today's issue.
H. D. Schuyler Dead H. D. Schuy- death of the baby.
Crickets and Bugs Plentiflul in Las
ler, for two years a resident of Albuquerque, died last night. Mr. Schuy- Cruces Las Cruces is experiencing
ler submitted to an operation some a plague of crickets and other bugs,
three weeks ago in the hope of obtain- although the crickets are in the as- ing relief from cancer of the stomach. cendancy. It is impossible to keep
Deceased came to Albuquerque from them out of the stores and residences,
Albany, N. Y., and was one of the screen doors and windows being no
organizers of the New Mexico Realty bar to their ingress. On the streets
they get so thick, especially at night
Syndicate, formerly of Santa Fe.
under the electric lights, that one
The
Reception Saturday
Evening
on and kills great numbers.
steps
Woman's Auxiliary of the New Mexico
Museum, met this forenoon with com- There was another such visitation
mittees from the Woman's Board of eight years ago at the time of the big
Trade and the Archaeological Society drouth and it is believed that the
of New Mexico, and perfected arrange- long continued dry weather of this
ments for a public reception on' Sat- summer may have been responsible
urday evening at 8 o'clock at which for the large number now here.
.
It is Now the Capital Pharmacy
time, the Puye and Rito de los Frijoles
xooms in the Old Palace will be for- Walter D. Pratt and Frank Butt, both
mally thrown open to the public.
local pharmacists here, have purchas- ed the controlling interest in the
Couple Eluded Their Friends
Rincon, Dona Ana county, was treat- Stripling Burrows & Company's drug
ed to a mild sensation Sunday in the store on the plaza and, It now Is call-elopement of Miss Grace Holstein, ed The Capital Pharmacy. A number
daughter of J. H. Holstein, a rancher of shares of stock were sold to well
near town and Mr. Floyd of Silver known business men in the city. Mr.
City. Hoping to elude not only the Pratt came her from Las Vegas about
j
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RAZOR STROPS

SELF-HONIN- G

to Las Cruces where they were married.
Home grown spring chickens fed
on corn and bread, nice and fat. All
you want at 60c each. F. Andrews.
Large Sanitarium Planned at Cruces
Says the El Paso Herald: "Thomas
P. Gable, of Santa Fe, the territorial
game warden, has decided that this
would be a good place for a sanitarium. He has in view a piece of land
just east of the main grounds of the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts and writes that he
with aris now in communication
to
the
relative
building of a
chitects
$75,000 building to be used as a
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FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store.
00 Razor Hones 97c
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FIRST CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
SKKREProp
HACK SERVICE
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When tired, warm or run down, shake
a little BAlnAoWttl in the tub when
bathing. BATHASWEET softens and perfumes the water i nstantly. 25 baths in 25 cent can.

IT'S WORTH

BATCHELLER IMPORTING
two years ago and has had a dozen or
more years' experience as a pharmacist. Mr. Butt came here from Oklahoma and has over twelve years experience as a druggist. The new firm
will doubtless prosper as both young
men are popular and have a desirable
location.
Now is the time to put up peaches.
All kinds, yellow, white, free stones,
and cling stones, 50c to $1.50 per 20
pound box. F. Andrews.
Child Causes Big Scare Las Cruces experienced a big scare Monday
when the report was telephoned from
Dr. R. E. McBride's home that his little boy, Paul, aged 2 years, had fallen
into the Las Cruces acequia and
drowned. Dr. McBride was in town
when the message reached him and
within 20 minutes there was a searching party of 50 people, unaer charge
of Sheriff Lucero, patroling the ditch.
About two hours from the time the
child disappeared one of the party discovered him just below the McClue
place, muddy, ragged, and so tired
that he could scarcely hold up his little head while he was being carried to
his father. He must have walked at
least three miles from home, part of
the distance along the banks of the
ditch which was full of water.
John G. White to Speak John G.
White, a noted speaker from the
Windy City, will deliver an address
tonight at the Elks' theatre on "The
Initiative, Referendum and Recall."
He will be introduced in a brief
speech by Samuel G. Cartwright. Mr.
White is traveling under the auspices
of the National Direct Legislative
League and delivered many speeches
in Oregon and other states. He is
said to be a speaker of unusual ahility
and able to inters.t even if he does
not convince. He was to have spoken
in the plaza but this afternoon it was
decided to have him deliver his address in the theatre, to which ladles
and gentlemen are cordially invited.
Mr. Bowlds to Teach Latin It was
announced
today that Fleming J.
Bowlds brother of Clarence Bowlds,
of the Capital City bank of this city,
has been appointed teacher of Latin
in the high school here. He succeeds
Miss Lawhon, of Alabama, who has
resigned. Mr. Bowlds Is 29 years of
age, and is a resident of Owenshoro,
Ky. For the past two years he has
been principal of the Williamsburg,
Ky., high school and is a graduate of
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the State University at Lexington, Ky.
He is expected to arrive in Santa Fe
September 3.
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MR. DOG HAS HAD HIS DAY.

(Continued from Page One.)
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Standley Small. It is rumored that
the license law in New York is, one
that the committee may copy froin in
dealing with the question, and That in
licensing autos, the horse power of
the motor car will be taken into consideration.
It is thought that little
runabouts of 20 horse power will be
taxed lower than the 60 Ihorse power
J.

racing devils.
Souvenirs free to the ladies tonight
at the Adobe Grand theater.
GENERAL SCURRY LOSES
IN MOCK BATTLE.
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 17. Owing to the fact that General Scurry,
commanding the Reds or militia division in the maneuvers at Leon Springs,
failed to attack the Blues or regulars
while in massed formation, the umpires have decided that the latter won
the day. General Scurry's force was
made up of the Second, Third and
Fourth Texas Infantry, First Texas
cavalry, Dallas battery, Texas signal
corps, . Company "D," U. S. signal
corps, and Battery "C" of the Third
IT. S. artillery.
The Blues consisted
of the Twenty-seconand Twenty-thir- d
U. S. infantry, Third U. S. cavalry, Third U. S. artillery with exception of Battery "C," Second Arkansas
infantry and Company "I," TJ. S. signal corps. General Scurry, of the
Texas militia, Is credited with having
handled his force with great ability,
but failing to inform himself of the
advance of a hostile infantry contingent the umpires decided against him.
In all other respects he had decidedly
the better of the regulars. Failure
to attack a body in close formation
is looked upon as very grave
d

The best pictures were shown
Adobe Grand last night.

If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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Home.
We are local representatives of the
American Ladles' Tailoring Company,
d
Chicago, the famous makers of
garments for women, made to
man-tailore-

individual

measure.

We have their

Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. Please come to our
store and see what this service means
to you.

Our Own Guarantee

Colored Fashion Plates.

Remarkable Prices

This large Portfolio in our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of
cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will be
made to your individual measure In
any cloth you select. An experienced
fitter in our store will take all of your
measurements fifty if necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chicago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mail, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will fit your figure,
They will
style and individuality.
effects.
give you all the

These
garments
cost but little more than one pays for
suits
The
made to your measure run from $13.50
to $45.00. The
skirts run
from $5.50 to $15.00 and the coats

man-tailore- d

made-to-measu-

ready-made-

s.

man-tailore-

We guarantee you complete satisfaction.

d

you expect, you

from $7.50 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure, with all the
d
effects. The reason is
that the American ladies' tailors make
a thousand garments where the ordinary tailor makes one. They buy
their materials direct from the mills
and in enormous lots. Their expert
supervision is distributed over a very
large output. These prices will be
amazing to women who know what

garments, made to
ure, usually cost.
d

it.

fit,

have

the perfect

We will see

that you get

meas-

M. Kayser, Director
Each garment will be made under
the personal direction of Monsieur
Kayser, one of the well known men in
his line. The work is all done by
journeymen tailors. You may be certain, that' every garment will have the
touch of perfection.

covers

right to refuse it. The makers stand
back of us in this guarantee. It is for
them to fulfill it and for us it enforce

man-tailore-

man-tailore-

This guarantee

style, workmanship and materials. If
the garment when received is not all

man-tailore- d

Please Come and See
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at the

FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room with bath, 202 Chapelle St.

FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF

The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at

)

Come and see this Fashion Portfolio. It is a complete education in
style. See the 180 cloths from which
you can choose. Pick out the cloth
and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. If you decide on one of the garments we will
see that you get prompt delivery.

